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About TransitCenter
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TransitCenter is a foundation working to improve public 
transportation and urban mobility, through grantmaking, 
research, training, and events. 



Cities & transit agencies must work together
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! Case study research including 
interviews with staff from 11 
agencies in six regions (Seattle, 
Portland, Denver, Boston,
Chicago, New York). 



What matters to riders: Frequency & travel 
time
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Higher frequency

Faster travel time on bus

Lower fare

Real-time info at stop, app

Shelter at bus stop

Eliminate transfer

More fare payment options

More available seating

Better on-time performance

Bus stop closer to home

Trees + sidewalks en route to stop

Power outlets + Wi-Fi on bus

(frequency + 
faster travel 
time!)
-Who’s On Board 2016



What matters to transit 
riders: Walkability
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(72% of frequent transit riders 
access it via walking.)
-Who’s On Board 2016



The recipe for building transit ridership
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ReliabilityTravel time

Frequency Walkability



What do transit agencies influence?
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ReliabilityTravel time

Frequency Walkability



What do cities influence?
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ReliabilityTravel time

Frequency Walkability



Transit speed toolbox
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Bus-only lanes (all-day or peak-only)
Queue jump lanes
Transit signal priority
Stop location (far-side intersection)
Bus bulbouts
Level boarding
All-door boarding
etc.



What do cities do when they treat 
transit as if it’s their own?
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They identify where transit bogs down 
on the street
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Red = more 
than 43% 
variability in 
travel time 
between 90th 
and 10th 
percentile days

(Portland 
Bureau of 
Transportation)



They give transit the credit it deserves 
when measuring street performance
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Dexter Ave road diet w/bus islands and bike lanes (Seattle): 
From 19,700 people to 22,400/day
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“We know that 10,000 people a day 
ride the bus down Broadway, and 
that it’s half the mode share
during certain times of day. We 
don’t need much more than that to 
say that justifies taking parking and 
prioritizing transit.”

- Jay Monty, Planner, Everett, MA

They give transit the credit it deserves 
when measuring street performance



They co-plan transit street projects with the 
transit agency
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How do cities and transit agencies 
scale up collaboration?
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Cities define their transit goals & plans
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Cities hire and build internal transit units
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They work out process & financial 
questions
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• Which agency is responsible for paying for 
different types of capital improvement?
• Can one agency “front” the other money for 

a project?
• Is the city willing to “buy” additional bus

operating hours from the transit agency?
• How will the city and transit agency

prioritize transit corridors? 



They build a pipeline of transit street projects 
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They fix transit slow zones system-wide 
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They coordinate communications 
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What about small municipalities?
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• Still need a designated staffperson on 
transit issues
• Technical & planning assistance can come 

from agencies with more capacity (MPO, 
state DOT, transit agency)



What is your city’s stance toward transit?
Indifference/hostility: City leaders view transit as “someone 
else’s problem” or fight efforts to improve transit
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Oversight: City leaders use oversight roles, board 
seats, bully pulpit to call for changes at transit agency

Partnership: City leaders view transit as an 
essential service they help deliver and are 
accountable for

Supportive: City leaders create neighborhoods that 
transit can serve, advocate for transit funding



TransitCenter resources
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